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1Communication-Free Inter-Operator Interference Management
in Shared Spectrum Small Cell Networks
Cengis Hasan and Mahesh K. Marina
Abstract—Emergence of shared spectrum, such as the 3.5
GHz Citizen Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) band in the US,
promises to broaden the mobile operator ecosystem and lead to
proliferation of small cell deployments. We consider the inter-
operator interference problem that arises when multiple small
cell networks access the shared spectrum. Towards this end, we
take a novel communication-free approach that seeks implicit
coordination between operators without explicit communication.
The key idea is for each operator to sense the spectrum through
its mobiles to be able to model the channel vacancy distribution
and extrapolate it for the next epoch. We use reproducing kernel
Hilbert space kernel embedding of channel vacancy and predict
it by vector-valued regression. This predicted value is then relied
on by each operator to perform independent but optimal channel
assignment to its base stations taking traffic load into account. Via
numerical results, we show that our approach, aided by the above
channel vacancy forecasting, adapts the spectrum allocation over
time as per the traffic demands and more crucially, yields as good
as or better performance than a coordination based approach,
even without accounting the overhead of the latter.
Index Terms—Shared spectrum, multi-operator small cell
networks, interference prediction and management, machine
learning, kernel embedding of distributions
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile data traffic continues to grow rapidly and scaling
the capacity of mobile networks to meet this demand is a
key driver for the emerging 5G mobile networks. Making
cells smaller and densely deploying them has historically
been the biggest contributor to capacity scaling of cellular
networks to the extent that they have been named after this
concept [1]. However, further increases in cell densification
and deployment of small cells are stifled by the current
deployment model requiring access to licensed spectrum that
is typically possessed by less than a handful of traditional
mobile network operators in each country.
Recent regulatory developments in spectrum sharing below
6 GHz1 that allow sharing of lightly used spectrum held by
legacy or public-sector incumbents (e.g., radars and satellite
earth stations) via tiered spectrum access models [2], [3] are
lowering the barrier for new entrants to the mobile network
operator ecosystem by significantly reducing the spectrum ac-
quisition cost. This in turn promises proliferation of small cell
deployments, and also allows traditional mobile network op-
erators to offload traffic during peak hours to shared spectrum
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1Most existing mobile/wireless communication systems operate below 6
GHz. Even early deployments of 5G mobile networks are expected to use
below 6GHz spectrum.
based small cells. Citizen Broadband Radio Service (CBRS)
initiative in the US allowing the shared use of 3.5 GHz band
(3500-3700 MHz) via a three-tier access model is a case in
point [4]. In the CBRS model, the incumbents make up the top
tier. Middle tier users access the spectrum in 10 MHz chunks
(up to 70 MHz) using Priority Access Licenses obtained for a
medium term (3 years) via auctions. Users in the lowest tier
called General Authorized Access (GAA) can access (at least)
80 MHz of spectrum unused by the higher tier users for free.
A separate cloud-based management entity called Spectrum
Access System (SAS) orchestrated by the regulator ensures
that when higher tier users need to use the spectrum they get
interference protection from lower tier ones. See [4] for use
cases that encourage new entrants to the operator ecosystem
leveraging the CBRS style spectrum, which is also expected to
rise in amount by an additional 500 MHz with the inclusion
of 3.7-4.2 GHz band. Licensed shared access (LSA) model
for spectrum sharing that is being promoted for some bands
in Europe [5], especially in its dynamic form [6], is another
such relevant development. Such shared spectrum use is also
now becoming feasible technology-wise with the emergence
of MulteFire [7], which brings the high performance and
seamless mobile access of LTE to operate solely in unlicensed
or shared bands without requiring an anchor in the licensed
spectrum.
In this paper, we consider the inter-operator interference
management problem2 that arises when multiple small cell
network operators access shared spectrum (e.g., as GAA users
in the CBRS 3.5 GHz band). If not carefully managed, inter-
ference between multiple operator networks can lead to the
“tragedy of the commons” phenomenon, thereby undermining
the benefits of shared spectrum, broadened operator ecosystem
and dense small cell deployments. However, currently there
does not exist a widely accepted approach for operator-
level coordination for secondary use of shared spectrum.
Even for time-sharing of a given channel, there is no such
mechanism like Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) that is mandated
as with unlicensed spectrum (e.g., 5 GHz bands used by Wi-
Fi networks). While having the cloud-based/centralized SAS
mediate access to shared spectrum for interference protection
to incumbents and higher tier users is essential, using it to
coordinate spectrum sharing among the same tier users (e.g.,
GAA users in CBRS) as suggested in [8], [9] limits dynamic
and fine-grained spectrum use. Another approach would be
to have operators exchange their respective spectrum usage
information to base their individual interference management
2Note that intra-operator interference management is not an issue as the
operator can internally coordinate the spectrum allocation among its entities
(base stations and mobiles).
2and channel selection decisions (e.g., in the spirit of [10]).
This latter approach incurs overhead for coordination and
may also not be preferable as operators would typically be
competitors to each other; moreover, it may be challenging to
realize in practice especially if they do not share the underlying
infrastructure. We further discuss related work later in Section
VII.
Towards this end, we take a novel communication-free (CF)
approach that seeks implicit coordination between operators
without explicit communication. Our approach can be summa-
rized as follows.
• (§III) Operators view the time as a sequence of epochs.
In each epoch, every operator through its mobiles senses the
spectrum to measure the vacancy of channels in the available
spectrum over space. Note that the extent of vacancy of a
channel is inversely related to the level of interference on it –
low (high) vacancy implies high (low) interference.
• (§IV) The channel vacancy data so obtained from the pre-
ceding epochs is used for predicting channel vacancy distribu-
tion in the next epoch. Specifically, we use kernel embedding
of channel vacancy statistics and learn the evolution of the
channel vacancy distribution to the next epoch through an
autoregressive (AR) process. This mechanism for predicting
channel vacancy distribution constitutes the core contribution
of the paper and to our knowledge has not been considered
till date in the wireless communications context.
• (§V) The channel vacancy distribution so predicted is used
by each operator at the beginning of next epoch for op-
timally assigning channels to its base stations (BSs) while
also taking traffic load into account. This is achieved via the
formulation of the optimization problem for communication-
free channel assignment for each operator (that leverages the
forecasted channel vacancy distribution) and the solution of
its Lagrangian relaxation with a sub-gradient descent method.
• (§VI) Via an extensive set of numerical results, we show
that our approach forecasts channel vacancy with good accu-
racy. This in turn is shown to result in spectrum efficiency
performance that is as good as or even better than using an
ideal inter-operator coordination protocol (i.e., with zero co-
ordination overhead) but also significantly better than channel
assignments that do not rely on channel vacancy forecasting.
We now briefly comment on the wider significance of the
interference prediction method proposed in this paper. We have
considered the particular context of shared spectrum small cell
networks as a timely motivating case for our method, it is more
generally applicable. Interference prediction in wireless com-
munications would be valuable when making dynamic radio
resource control decisions (e.g., spectrum allocation, power
control, user scheduling) [49], [50]. As future 5G and beyond
mobile networks embrace ultra-dense small cell networks,
managing interference would be key to assuring high service
quality and this is where interference prediction could enable
dynamic resource control and user association decisions [51],
[52], [55]. Interference prediction would also be important
in other emerging scenarios such as power constrained UAV
networks [53]. In terms of spectrum, we have considered the
CBRS style shared spectrum as a motivating use case in this
Fig. 1. Illustration of the system model, channel (subcarrier) vacancy
measurement at the mobiles and reporting this info to the respective central
controllers.
paper keeping in mind that such shared spectrum is already
being made available by national regulators for future mobile
networks. However, 5G networks are additionally expected to
make use of high-frequency millimeter (mmWave) spectrum.
Even with such spectrum, the value of spectrum sharing across
operators has been highlighted in the literature [54] and thus
the framework for communication-free spectrum sharing we
present in this paper would also be applicable in the mmWave
case.
The next two sections describe the system model and
formally state the problem being tackled.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider multiple operators, each with its set of small
cell BSs deployed in the same environment. For each operator,
we assume the presence of a Central Controller (CC) for
3intra-operator coordination purposes including for channel
assignments to BSs as well as to interface with external entities
responsible for controlling access to shared spectrum (e.g.,
SAS in the CBRS context, LSA repository). This is illustrated
in Figure 1. Note that there is no explicit coordination between
different operators in our model. Moreover, the time in our
model is a sequence of epochs.
Shared Spectrum Access. For each operator, as mentioned
above, the CC is the entity that interacts with the shared
spectrum access management system like SAS and enables
access to shared spectrum to the operator. In our model,
operators take the role similar to GAA users in CBRS model
and can in turn share the available shared spectrum amongst
them. The total amount of such shared spectrum can vary over
time depending on the activity of the higher tier users and each
operator is informed of such changes in availability via its
CC. We view the available shared spectrum for multi-operator
sharing at any given point in time as a set of channels that we
refer to as Shared Access (SA) channels.
Spectrum Sensing. We assume that mobile users contin-
ually collect interference data by sensing its level in every
channel. The sensing can be fine-grained on a subcarrier basis.
In that case, the mobile divides the channel into subcarriers and
determines the subcarrier (channel) level vacancy depending
on the level of interference in a subcarrier (and over all sub-
carriers for a channel) with respect to some energy detection
threshold. If it is lower than the threshold, the mobile sets
an indicator variable to 1, otherwise it assigns a value which
is inversely proportional to the observed interference level.
Then, it feeds back this data to its operator’s CC through
the BSs. By utilizing this data, CC forecasts the interference
in the next epoch as detailed in Section IV and accordingly
performs channel assignments at the beginning of next epoch,
and repeats this process (Figure 1). This results in a stochastic
optimization problem as it will become apparent shortly. We
assume that sensing is performed periodically throughout an
epoch. Such sensing could be implemented in real hardware,
for example by simply leveraging the capabilities of mobiles
in current (LTE) mobile networks for signal strength measure-
ment and reporting to the associated BS, or following a very
efficient algorithm like the one proposed in [13].
Interaction among Operators. Interference on a particular
channel is determined by independent channel assignment
strategies of different operators and varying channel
conditions, and this changes from epoch to epoch. Such a
setting makes it challenging for an operator to detect the
actions/strategies of other operators, which are “hidden” in the
interference data. Therefore, we treat the interference data as
random and aim to model/predict it for the subsequent epoch.
III. FORMAL DESCRIPTION
Operators function in a discrete-time setting. Time is viewed
as a sequence of time epochs, each with duration T . There are
ne number of epochs per day. We define all the entities of a
particular operator without loss of generality: set of BSs as
B, set of mobile users as M , set of all available SA channels
in time epoch t as C(t). A channel c of bandwidth wc is
comprised of nc subcarriers.
We assume that each mobile associates with one of the BSs
and denote by Mj the set of users associated with BS j. For
simplicity, we focus on the downlink case; uplink case can
be accommodated similarly. We represent by Lj(t) the total
traffic load to BS j in terms of bps in epoch t. The path
loss model of transmission between BS j and mobile i is
given by Pjc,sgjic,sd−αji where Pjc,s and gjic,s are downlink
transmission power per subcarrier s and constant path-loss
factor (antenna, average channel attenuation) and channel
fading coefficient in subcarrier s in channel c, respectively; dji
is distance between j and i, and α is the path loss exponent.
A. Channel Vacancy
Within each epoch t, we assume that mobile i measures a
subcarrier vacancy matrix given by Xtic = [X t,kic,s] ∈ [0, 1]nc×nd
where s denotes a subcarrier in the channel c and k denotes
a measurement instance in epoch t:
X t ,kic,s(τe) = min
[
1,
τe
Itot
]
=
{
1, τeItot ≥ 1
τe
Itot
, otherwise
(1)
meaning that subcarrier vacancy X t,kic,s ∈ [0, 1] shows the
ratio of energy threshold τe and total interference (Itot ) in the
subcarrier. We set X t,kic,s to 1 if interference in the subcarrier is
below τe which can be interpreted to mean that the subcarrier
is vacant.
Remark 1. In this work, we choose inversely proportional
law to calculate subcarrier vacancy. As an alternative, one
can consider any monotonous decreasing function, e.g., ex-
ponentially decreasing law exp (−%(τe − Itot )) with a tuning
parameter %(> 0) whose higher values favor low discrepancy
of τe − Itot .
Consider a particular mobile i and channel c in any one
measurement time instance k in epoch t. We define channel
vacancy in time instance k determined by that mobile as:
vt,kic (τe) =
1
nc
nc∑
s=1
X t ,kic,s(τe) ∈ [0, 1], (2)
which is basically the average subcarrier vacancy across all
subcarriers in the corresponding channel. In the rest of the
paper, for the sake of simplicity of exposition, we omit (τe)
and vt,kic shall refer to v
t,k
ic (τe). We assume that variance of
vacancy over all subcarriers is low. As such, the study of the
case with high variability in vacancy across subcarriers of a
channel is out of scope of this paper.
CC uses the channel vacancy data collected from each of its
mobiles for modeling/forecasting channel vacancy distribution,
which in turn is used for channel assignments to the operator’s
BSs based on the traffic load of their associated mobiles.
B. Spatial Map of Channel Vacancy
Consider a particular mobile i that is located at φi in a given
measurement time instance and is sensing the vacancy level of
each subcarrier s in every channel c, dependent on the effect
of surrounding interferers at that time instance (Figure 2). For
every measurement instance k in epoch t, CC creates a spatial
4Fig. 2. Left: illustration of interference experienced by a mobile; Right:
illustration of spatial channel vacancy level in a particular time instance k of
any epoch t – a Voronoi region shows a channel vacancy level.
map of channel vacancy based on data fed back by mobiles.
The map guides CC to predict channel vacancy distribution at
any location for the upcoming epoch. We model this map at
any instance t as a Voronoi tessellation of mobile locations,
φt ,ki for all i ∈ M , with each region colored based on its
channel vacancy level, measured (for the past) or predicted (for
the future). To this end, two types of data are fed back by the
mobile: experienced channel vacancy and mobile’s location,
i.e. {vt ,kic , φk,ti }. This way, in each epoch t, the CC gathers
channel vacancy vector [vt,1ic , vt,2ic , . . . vt,ndic ], where nd denotes
the number of channel measurement instances in each epoch
for each mobile i about channel c, using data fed back by the
mobiles. Accuracy of the map depends heavily on the number
of mobiles and the distribution of their locations. Note that
the map changes dynamically based on mobile movements,
channel assignments of operators, etc.
Given the above, in our setting, the CC has to predict the
channel vacancy distribution for the upcoming epoch t and for
any mobile i using: (i) location of mobile i at the beginning
of epoch, i.e., φt ,1i ; and (ii) the channel vacancy vector in the
Voronoi regions covering location φt,1i in the preceding ∆ days.
More clearly, assume that CC has access to sequences of data
for t ′ ∈ {t−∆ne, t−∆ne+1, . . . , t−ne−1, t−ne} for all i ∈ M
and c ∈ C(t). For every epoch t by going ∆ days backward,
CC builds up matrix V<tic = [V<t,1ic , . . . ,V<t,∆ic ] ∈ R∆×∆, for
mobile i where t ′ = t − (∆ − z + 1)ne:
V<t,zic =
{
vt
′,k
i′c ,∀k = 1, . . . , nd
∃i′ ∈ M , (φt ,1i ∈ Rt′,ki′ )} , (3)
which includes all data in case any mobile i′ passed region
Rt′,ki′ in epoch t ′. Note that the vacancy map is generated at the
granularity of a channel. Also, the time overhead of sensing
and feedback of channel vacancy data is relatively lower than
the speed of mobiles. Therefore, we suppose that accuracy of
channel vacancy map is not affected by mobility.
C. Sensing and Feedback Overhead
Time cost to sense and process vacancy data for a subcarrier
is denoted by T¯S . Total time cost of doing it for all channels
can be given by T¯S
∑
c∈C(t) nc . Besides, there is a time cost
of feeding back channel vacancy and location data to the BS
which are denoted by T¯VF and T¯
L
F . Thus, total channel vacancy
feedback time cost is given by T¯VF |C(t)|. Note that both T¯VF and
T¯VL depend heavily on block size (number of bits) of channel
vacancy, location data and feedback transmission frequency.
Location data is not needed to be fed back always unless
TABLE I
LIST OF NOTATIONS
Parameter Definition
C(t) available channels in epoch t
wc , nc bandwidth and number of subcarriers of channel c
Lj(t) total traffic load to BS j in epoch t in bps
τe energy threshold
vt,kic vacancy of channel c at mobile i at time instance k in epoch t
φt,ki location of mobile i at time instance k in epoch t
nd number of channel measurement instances in each epoch
ne number of epochs per day
∆ number of preceding days whose data is used for prediction
µD kernel mean embedding of channel vacancy distribution D
κ(·, ·) kernel function
ρ order of AR model
λ smoothing parameter in least-squares functional
Rˆjic extrapolated raw throughput from BS j to mobile i in channel c
mobile moves. If mobile does not move during the epoch, then
the corresponding location related feedback cost will be zero.
Otherwise, mobile will send its location data to its associated
BS with cost T¯VL . This overall cost limits nd and given by:
nd ≤
⌊
T
T¯S
∑
c∈C(t) nc + T¯VF |C(t)| + T¯LF
⌋
. (4)
nd needs to be chosen as high as possible in order to capture
the statistical properties of channel vacancy.
There exists mechanisms in the literature (e.g., [13]) that
enable efficient and fast sensing. For accurate channel sensing
in the presence of noise, multiple readings are needed. With
a 20MHz ADC and 1000 energy readings, sensing time
will be 0.05ms. With a 20MHz channel and 1200 subcar-
riers, the time needed to sense a subcarrier will be about
0.05/1200 ms ≈ 4.17 µs. Moreover, by setting the energy
detection threshold much higher than the noise power level,
the effects of uncertainties around estimation of noise power
level can be kept minimal and quick reliable channel sensing
enabled.
Errors in sensing and feedback can occur but we do not
explicitly address them in the paper. As such, they fall outside
the scope of this paper. However, we can account for the
discrepancy between extrapolated ˆ¯vic and observed v¯ic channel
vacancy data. Specifically, we can define percentage error
of prediction as 100|v¯ic − ˆ¯vic |/v¯ic . If it is below a certain
threshold, then we may not trust the extrapolated data for
coming epoch; instead the observed data from previous epoch
can be used for performing channel assignments.
D. Statistics of Channel Vacancy Data
There are several phenomena that change the statistics of
channel vacancy data:
• Channel assignment: operators may change channel assign-
ments to optimize the service to their respective mobiles.
• Dynamic channel conditions: wireless transmission chan-
nel may vary within an epoch.
• Mobility: user nodes may move.
• Power control: downlink transmission power may be
adapted again to better serve users.
5Probability distribution of channel vacancy contains all these
dimensions. However it would be impossible to distinguish all
these aspects from channel vacancy data. Therefore, we use a
holistic framework that views this data as a source to predict
its distribution for the upcoming epoch.
Definition 1 (Subcarrier Vacancy Probability). For any thresh-
old τe and N˜ interferers, it is defined as
P[Xic,s ≤ x] = 1 − P
[
x ≤ τe∑
j∈N˜ Ijic,s
, x < 1
]
(5)
Lemma 1. Subcarrier vacancy probability is given by
P[Xic,s ≤ x] = 1 − p˜ic,s
( τe
x
)
1{x < 1}. (6)
Proof. We can write
P
[
x ≤ τe∑
j∈N˜ Ijic,s
, x < 1
]
= P

∑
j∈N˜
Ijic,s ≤ τex
 1{x < 1},
where 1{·} is indicator function, and
P

∑
j∈N˜
Ijic,s ≤ τex
 = p˜ic,s
( τe
x
)
. (7)
Thus, we obtain the result given by (6). 
Similarly, we can calculate the expected value and variance
of subcarrier vacancy using cumulative distribution function
as following:
X¯ic,s =
∫ ∞
0
P[Xic,s ≥ x]dx =
∫ 1
0
p˜ic,s
( τe
x
)
dx, (8)
σ2Xic,s = 2
∫ ∞
0
xP[Xic,s ≥ x]dx −
(∫ ∞
0
P[Xic,s ≥ x]dx
)2
= 2
∫ 1
0
xp˜ic,s
( τe
x
)
dx −
(∫ 1
0
p˜ic,s
( τe
x
)
dx
)2
. (9)
Rayleigh Fading: We calculate expected value and variance
of subcarrier vacancy considering Rayleigh fading model. Note
that interference Ijic,s follows exponential distribution; thus,
we have
p˜ic,s
( τe
x
)
=

∏
j∈N˜
1
I¯jic,s

∑
j∈N˜
e
− τe
x I¯ j ic,s∏
k∈N˜\j
(
1
I¯kic,s
− 1
I¯j ic,s
)
which results in the following:
Expected Value and Variance of Subcarrier Vacancy: Rayleigh Fading
X¯ic,s = 1 −
∑
j∈N˜
I(j)
(
e
− τe
I¯ j ic,s +
τe
I¯ j ic,s
Ei
(
− τe
I¯ j ic,s
))
and
σ2Xic,s = 1−
∑
j∈N˜
I(j)
(
e
− τe
I¯ j ic,s
(
1 − τe
I¯ j ic,s
)
− τ2e
I¯2
j ic,s
Ei
(
− τe
I¯ j ic,s
))
−X¯2ic,s
Fig. 3. Reproducing kernel Hilbert space illustration.
where
I(j) =
∏
k∈N˜\ j
1
I¯kic,s∏
k∈N˜\ j
(
1
I¯kic,s
− 1
I¯ j ic,s
)
Definition 2 (Channel Vacancy Probability). For any threshold
τe, it can be given by
P[vic ≤ χ] = P
[
1
nc
nc∑
s=1
Xic,s ≤ χ
]
. (10)
Theorem 1. (From central limit theorem): For large values of
nc , i.e, when nc →∞, probability density of channel vacancy
is given by normal distribution:
Dic → pdfvic (χ) =
1√
2piσ2vic
exp
(
−(χ − v¯ic)
2
σ2vic
)
(11)
where expected value and variance of vic denoted by v¯ic and
σ2vic are given by
v¯ic =
1
nc
nc∑
s=1
X¯ic,s and σ2vic =
1
n2c
nc∑
s=1
σ2Xic,s , (12)
respectively.
Proof. See appendix. 
IV. REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACE EMBEDDING
OF CHANNEL VACANCY DATA AND AR MODELS
We use vector-valued regression for learning how the (em-
bedded) distribution of channel vacancy evolves from one
epoch to the next epoch. The training set data consists of
vectors of channel vacancy data corresponding to a number
of epochs. We want to predict channel vacancy data for the
next epoch, which also is in the vector form. Therefore, the
type of learning of interest here is vector-valued regression.
Channel vacancy levels are sampled i.i.d. from the respec-
tive distributions, Dt−∆neic ,Dt−(∆−1)neic , . . . ,Dt−neic . We aim to
construct a distribution Dˆtic to be as close as possible to the as
yet unobserved Dtic . Then, we calculate extrapolated expected
value of channel vacancy v¯tic for the upcoming epoch t.
In any epoch t, distribution Dtic is determined by vacancy
probabilities of subcarriers p˜ic,s . Note that p˜ic,s is affected
by several factors: number of interferers (which is in turn
6dependent on the channel assignment strategies of operators),
power per subcarrier, distance, channel fading coefficient, and
other physical phenomena. The expected value and variance of
a distribution randomly fluctuates in every epoch. So our aim
is to infer any underlying probabilistic relation or similarity
between epochs. From the previous section, we have that
channel vacancy follows Gaussian distribution (when nc is
high). However, the mean of channel vacancy would be very
chaotic due to the non-stationary environment with multiple
operators adapting their channel assignments reacting to each
others’ actions. So, we need a technique which does not
require any prior knowledge about distributions.
A. Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces
In the previous two sections, we have described the system
model and the problem setting. We now present the mathemat-
ical technique we employed for prediction of channel vacancy
distribution. Formally, a Hilbert space is an abstract vector
space possessing the structure of an inner product. It allows
length and angle to be measured. So, we have linear processing
in Hilbert spaces with low computational complexity. The
input space, denoted by V , in our case is the channel vacancy
data. It is only a scalar between 0 and 1. Therefore, we
say that it has low dimensionality. We call Hilbert space as
feature space and has higher dimensionality (at least the space
of vectors). To do linear operations, we have to map every
vacancy data to Hilbert space. It is done by mapping ϕ, which
has scalar input and vector output. In general, it is challenging
to find such mappings. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to those
Hilbert spaces which are called as reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces (RKHS) (See Fig. 3).
Any RKHSH with kernel κ is a Hilbert space of functions
V → R with dot product 〈·, ·〉H , satisfying the reproducing
property:
〈ϕ(v), ϕ(v′)〉H = 〈κ(v, ·), κ(v′, ·)〉H (13)
〈κ(v, ·), κ(v′, ·)〉H = κ(v, v′), (14)
〈 f (·), κ(v, ·)〉H = f (v) (15)
where v, v′ ∈ V . The notation f (·) refers to the function itself
in the abstract. The linear map from a function f on V to
its value at v can be seen as an inner product. κ(v, v′) can be
interpreted as a non-linear similarity measure between v and
v′.
In the following, we introduce and solve three different
autoregressive (AR) models related to channel vacancy data
and its expected value.
B. Kernel Mean Embedding of Channel Vacancy
For any D, kernel mean embedding of channel vacancy v
is given by the following mappings:
µD := Ev′∼D[κ(v′, ·)] and
µˆD :=
1
nd
nd∑
k=1
κ(vk , ·) (empirical estimation)
Whenever sufficient condition Ev[κ(v, v′)] < ∞ is met, then
reproducing property imposes 〈µˆD , f 〉H = 1nd
∑nd
k=1 f (vk).
Fig. 4. Illustration of kernel mean embedding of channel vacancy.
We refer to [14], [15] for further reading. In Fig. 4, there
is an illustration of the above concepts. Without loss of
generality, we consider a particular mobile and channel at the
beginning of an epoch t with channel vacancy vector3 V z for
z = 1, . . . ,∆.
C. AR Model of Kernel Mean Embedding of Channel Vacancy
(KME)
We suppose that channel vacancy distributions between time
epochs can be approximated by an AR process of kernel
embedding means, i.e.,
µˆz+1 =
ρ∑
r=1
Λr µˆz−r+1 + z4
for some operator Λr :H →H , for all r = 1, . . . , ρ such that
z for all z = 1, . . . ,∆ − 1 are independent zero-mean random
variables. Any operator Λr ∈ L is a linear operator where
L represents a space of linear operators as defined in [17].
Finding which operator is suitable is the main question here,
and we fortunately are able to learn it by solving following
least-squares functional with smoothing parameter λ > 0:
min
Λ1,...,Λρ
∆−1∑
z=ρ
µˆz+1 − ρ∑
r=1
Λr µˆz−r+1
2
H
+ λ
ρ∑
r=1
‖Λr ‖2L . (16)
Theorem 2. For r = 1, . . . , ρ, solution of (16) is given by
Λˆr =
ρ∑
r′=1
Υr ,r′m˜r′ =
∆−1∑
z,z′=ρ
Qz,z′ µˆz+1
ρ∑
r′=1
Υr ,r′ µˆ
>
z′−r′+1 (17)
Proof. See appendix. 
If we apply learned operators Λˆ to the last observed data
from ∆ − ρ + 1 to ∆, then the result is a prediction of kernel
mean embedding in ∆ + 1 with µˆ∆+1 =
∑ρ
r=1 Λˆr µˆ∆−r+1 which
3Note that V z is same as V<t ,z – we omit < t for brevity.
4We omit D to simplify presentation, i.e. µz refers to µˆDz .
7we expect to approximate unknown µ∆+1. Note that µˆ∆+1 can
be further calculated by a weighted linear combination of
observed distributions:
µˆ∆+1 =
∆−1∑
z,z′=ρ
Qz,z′ µˆz+1
ρ∑
r ,r′=1
Υr ,r′ µˆ
>
z′−r′+1 µˆ∆−r+1︸            ︷︷            ︸
〈µˆz′−r′+1,µˆ∆−r+1 〉H
. (18)
We can now compute expected value of any function f ∈
H by using predicted µˆ∆+1 with weighted linear combinations
of f at channel vacancy data: Eˆ[ f (v)] = 〈µˆ∆+1, f 〉H
Eˆ[ f (v)] =
∆−1∑
z,z′=ρ
Qz,z′ 〈µˆz+1, f 〉H
ρ∑
r ,r′=1
Υr ,r′ 〈µˆz′−r′+1, µˆ∆−r+1〉H
=
∆−1∑
z=ρ
nd∑
k=1
bz
nd
f (vk,z+1) (19)
with bz =
∑∆−1
z′=ρ Qz,z′
∑ρ
r ,r′=1 Υr ,r′ 〈µˆz′−r′+1, µˆ∆−r+1〉H .
D. Kernel Embedding of AR Model of Channel Vacancy
(KEC)
In this model, we consider that kernel embedding of channel
vacancy which itself follows an AR model. We implement
results from [16] Yule-Walker equations as in RKHS where
channel vacancy values are mapped from the input space to
RKHS using nonlinear transformation. Define nonlinear map
ϕ(·) from input space to RKHS H . So, each channel vacancy
data vz is mapped to its corresponding ϕ(vz). AR process in
RKHS H is given by
ϕ(vz+1) =
ρ∑
r=1
`rϕ(vz−r+1) + ϕ(z) (20)
assuming that ϕ(z) is uncorrelated with ϕ(vz−r+1), for all r .
By applying Yule-Walker equations, one can find model pa-
rameters ˆ`1, . . . , ˆ`ρ, which are calculated by solving following
problem: for r = 1, . . . , ρ,
E[κ˜(vz , vz−r+1)] =
ρ∑
r′=1
`r′E[κ˜(vz−r′+1, vz−r+1)] (21)
where κ˜(·, ·) is centered version of kernel κ(·, ·) and its
expectation is defined with
E[κ˜(vz , vz′)] = 1
n2
d
∆
[
nd∑
k,k′=1
κ(vk,z , vk′,z′) −
∆∑
z′′=1
nd∑
k,k′=1
κ(vk,z , vk′,z′′)
−
∆∑
z′′=1
nd∑
k,k′=1
κ(vk,z′ , vk′,z′′) + 1
∆
∆∑
z′′,z′′′=1
nd∑
k,k′=1
κ(vk,z′′ , vk′,z′′′)
]
.
(22)
In [16], solution of (21) is shown to be
ˆ`
r =
ρ∑
r′=1
[W−1]r ,r′E[κ˜(v∆, v∆−r )], (23)
where [W−1]r ,r′ ∈ W−1, and W ∈ Rρ×ρ with entries Wr ,r′ =
E[κ˜(v∆, v∆+r−r′)].
Pre-image Problem: Once model parameters ˆ`1, . . . , ˆ`ρ are
found, we can predict
ϕˆ(vz+1) =
ρ∑
r=1
ˆ`
rϕ(vz−r+1),
where ϕˆ(vz+1) lies in the feature space (i.e. RKHS H ).
However, we need to map back ϕˆ(vz+1) from feature space
to the input space, where one identifies the best vˆz+1, called
as pre-image, in the input space whose image ϕ(vz+1) is as
close as possible to ϕˆ(vz+1).
In this work, we consider only radial kernels which enables
to find pre-image by finding the optimum of (see [16])
vˆz+1 = arg max
v
ρ∑
r=1
ˆ`
r κ(v, v∆−r+1).
By taking first derivative with respect to v one can extrapolate
the expected value of channel vacancy for epoch t which
corresponds to solve following fixed-point equation:
ρ∑
r=1
ˆ`
rEv[(v − v∆−r+1)κ(v, v∆−r+1)] = 0. (24)
Lemma 2. Gaussian kernel with variance σ2κ results in fixed-
point equation
ρ∑
r=1
ˆ`
rJr (v∆−r+1) = 0
where Jr (v∆−r+1) = Ev[(v − v∆−r+1)κ(v, v∆−r+1)] is given by
σ3κ (v∆−r+1 − v¯)
2(σ2v + σ2κ )3/2
e
− (v∆−r+1−v¯)2
2(σ2v+σ2κ )
(
erf
(
(v∆−r+1−1)σv√
2σ2κ (σ2v+σ2κ )
+
(v¯−1)σκ√
2σ2v (σ2v+σ2κ )
)
−erf
(
σvv
∆−r+1√
2σ2r (σ2v+σ2κ )
+
v¯σκ√
2σ2v (σ2v+σ2κ )
))
+
σvσ
2
κ√
2pi(σ2v + σ2κ )
(
e
− (v¯−1)2
2σ2v
− (v∆−r+1−1)2
2σ2κ − e−
v¯2
2σ2v
− (v∆−r+1)2
2σ2κ
)
(25)
Proof. From Theorem 1, we have that channel vacancy has
normal distribution with mean v¯ and variance σv . Then, we
have
Jr (v∆−r+1) =
∫ 1
0
v−v∆−r+1√
2piσ2v
exp
(
− (v−v∆−r+1)22σ2κ
)
exp
(
− (v−v¯)22σ2v
)
dv
of which solution can be shown to be eq. (25). 
Empirical Estimation: Fixed-point equation can have the
following form:
vˆk,t =
∑ρ
r=1
ˆ`
r κ(vˆk,t , vk,∆−r+1)vk,∆−r+1∑ρ
r=1
ˆ`
r κ(vˆk,t , vk,∆−r+1)
, (k = 1, . . . , nd).
(26)
Then, we calculate empirical mean of channel vacancy forecast
by ˆ¯vt = 1nd
∑nd
k=1 vˆ
k,t .
In case of Gaussian kernel with variance σ2κ , note that
optima of
∑ρ
r=1
ˆ`
r exp(−(vk,t − vk,∆−r+1)2/2σ2κ ) are mostly
affected by vk,∆−r+1, r = 1, . . . , ρ. Therefore, we initialize
fixed-point algorithm for each r = 1, . . . , ρ from vk,∆−r+1, and
select the maximum accordingly.
8E. AR Model of Kernel Embedding of Channel Vacancy Ex-
pected Value (KEV)
We model the expected value of channel vacancy as a
AR model in RKHS H . Note that we only embed expected
value of channel vacancy in RKHS. Then, we have κ(v¯, ·)
which maps expected value of channel vacancy v¯ to RKHS
H . AR process of such a mapping is given by κ(v¯z+1, ·) =∑ρ
r=1 `r κ(v¯z−r+1, ·)+ z . Least-squares formulation to calculate
parameters `1, . . . , `ρ:
min
`1,...,`ρ
∆−1∑
z=ρ
κ(v¯z+1, ·) − ρ∑
r=1
`r κ(v¯z−r+1, ·)
2
H
+ λ
ρ∑
r=1
‖`r ‖2L ,
(27)
where `r ∈ L , for all r , are vector regressors that can be
calculated by ˆ`r =
∑∆−1
z,z′=ρ Q˜z,z′ v¯
z+1 ∑ρ
r′=1[M˜−1]r ,r′ v¯z
′−r′+1, for
all r = 1, . . . , ρ, where Q˜z,z′ ∈ Q˜ = (K˜ + λI)−1, and entries
K˜ ∈ R(∆−1)×(∆−1) are given by Kz,z′ = κ(v¯z , v¯z′); [M˜−1]r ,r′ ∈
M˜−1 where M˜ ∈ Rρ×ρ with entries
M˜r ,r′ =
∆−1∑
z,z′=ρ
Q˜z,z′κ(v¯z−r′+1, v¯z′−r+1).
Note that this is a direct result from Theorem (2) where instead
of calculating kernel mean embedding µˆ, we only need to
calculate kernel value κ(·, ·) of expected values of channel
vacancies.
Remark 2. Note that KME and KEV are methods in which
we first do kernel embedding of some data and then use AR
model in RKHS. On the other hand, KEC defines AR model of
channel vacancy data in input space, then embeds it to RKHS
which results in another AR model. So in KEC, error term in
input space is also embedded to RKHS. Whereas in KME and
KEV, error is only defined in RKHS.
Remark 3. Although we focus on interference prediction
in the context of multi-operator shared spectrum small-cell
networks, kernel embedding technique employed is general
and can be applied to any wireless communications context
where interference prediction is of interest.
V. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we study channel assignment for shared
spectrum small cell networks. Without loss of generality,
we define problem parameters of a particular operator. We
examine two cases:
• Proposed Communication-Free (CF) Scheme in which chan-
nel assignments are simultaneously made by each operator
at the beginning of each epoch. Extrapolation of channel
vacancy to the next epoch is essential in this case.
• Inter-Operator Coordination Protocol (CP) based approach:
With this approach, operators asynchronously perform as-
signments at the beginning of the epoch. Once an operator
performs channel assignment for the current epoch, it in-
forms other operators. Essentially each operator performs
its assignments taking into account the known assignments
from other operators. This reflects the approach adopted in
[10]. Note that we consider an idealized version assuming
that zero coordination overhead is incurred.
A. Proposed Communication-Free (CF) Scheme
We assume that operators determine their channel assign-
ment strategies without communicating with the others and
channel vacancy distribution is extrapolated as introduced
in the previous section. However, we assume that channel
assignments are made instantaneously at the beginning of each
epoch by all operators tuned to a global time.
Maximum bandwidth that can be allocated to a mobile
i ∈ Mj can be given by ∑c∈C(t) wc/|Mj |; moreover, we
are able to calculate average interference using extrapolated
channel vacancy data, for example, any mobile i in channel c
shall experience τe/v¯ic interference, where note that if v¯ic = 1
then, interference is less than or equal to τe which shall be
considered as negligible. Assignment variable is given by
xc j j′ =
{
1, channel c is assigned to BS j and j ′,
0, otherwise.
(28)
where xc j j ≡ xc j basically means that channel c is assigned
to BS j. Besides, if channel c is assigned to BSs j and j ′,
then we have xc j j′ = xc jxc j′ which can be linearized with
xc j j′ ≤ xc j , ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j, j ′ ∈ B,
xc j + xc j′ − xc j j′ ≤ 1, ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j, j ′ ∈ B.
We use Jensen’s inequality to define a lower bound for
throughput which requires to know only expected value of
channel vacancy for calculating channel assignments. We
define extrapolated average raw throughput5 of mobile i in
channel c as following:
Rˆjic(x) = wc|Mj | log
(
1 +
Pjc g¯jicd−αji
τe/ ˆ¯vic + N0
)
xjc
≥ Eˆvic
[
wc
|Mj | log
(
1 +
Pjc g¯jicd−αji
τe/vic + N0
)
xjc
]
(29)
where Pjc = 1nc
∑nc
s=1 Pjc,s , I¯jic =
1
nc
∑nc
s=1 Ijic,s is average
interference across subcarriers resulting from BS j to mobile
i. Note that intra-operator interference is hidden in estimated
τe/ ˆ¯vic . Moreover, we may set an upper bound Imax (e.g.
Imax = τe) for intra-operator interference that a mobile
receives, i.e.,
∑
j′∈B\j I¯j′icxc j j′ ≤ Imax ,∀c ∈ C(t). Lower
bound of raw throughput is chosen to be the constraint related
to the traffic accumulated in a BS. For every BS j and traffic
load Lj(t), we have constraint∑
c∈C(t)
∑
i∈Mj
Rˆjic(x) ≥ Lj(t), ∀ j ∈ B, (30)
ensuring that traffic demand is satisfied. Traffic demand is
assumed to be known at the beginning of the epoch.
Remark 4. Average raw throughput can be interpreted as
a lower bound; better throughput could be obtained with
additionally performing power control during an epoch. Also
note that channel assignment granularity is in tens of seconds,
5Whenever interference is observed, observed average raw throughput is
calculated by R j ic (x) = wc|M j | log
(
1 +
P j c g¯ j ic d
−α
j i
I¯ic+N0
)
xc j
9while resource block allocation is in the order of milliseconds
(consider LTE for example).
We are interested in minimizing total spectrum usage while
satisfying average traffic load requirements of BSs, i.e.
CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
ZIP :=minx
∑
c∈C(t)
∑
j∈B
wcxc j subject to∑
c∈C(t)
∑
i∈Mj
Rˆjic(x) ≥ Lj (t), ∀ j ∈ B∑
j′∈B\j
I¯j′icxc j j′ ≤ Imax , ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j ∈ B,∀i ∈ Mj
xc j j′ ≤ xc j , ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j, j ′ ∈ B
xc j + xc j′ − xc j j′ ≤ 1, ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j, j ′ ∈ B (31)
We choose to minimize total spectrum usage as a means
towards operators coexisting fairly in the shared spectrum
setting considered. It is well-known that selfishness degrades
spectrum efficiency in shared/unlicensed spectrum settings.
As there is no way to identify the operators from the
measured/predicted channel vacancy data, it is not possible
to factor in fairness explicitly in the objective function of
communication-free channel assignment optimization. So we
implicitly seek to enforce fairness among operators in the
above way.
With high traffic and inadequate resources, constraints in
(30) may not be always satisfied. Therefore, we introduce
traffic penalty in the objective of the channel assignment
optimization problem which is given by
TRAFFIC PENALTY
Z(η) :=min
x
∑
c∈C(t)
∑
j∈B
wcxc j +
∑
j∈B
ηjΓj (x) subject to∑
j′∈B\j
I¯j′ic xc j j′ ≤ Imax , ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j ∈ B,∀i ∈ Mj
xc j j′ ≤ xc j , ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j, j ′ ∈ B
xc j + xc j′ − xc j j′ ≤ 1, ∀c ∈ C(t),∀ j, j ′ ∈ B (32)
where Γj and ηj ≥ 0, ∀ j ∈ B are gradients and Lagrangian
multipliers, respectively:
Γj(x) = Lj(t) −
∑
c∈C(t)
∑
i∈Mj
Rˆjic(x).
Subgradient Optimization: We utilize subgradient opti-
mization method to find “good” values of Lagrangian multipli-
ers. Let us denote by δl the step-size in iteration l given by δl =
ξl(Z(ηl) − Z∗)/∑j∈B Γ2j (x˜l) where x˜l denote the assignment
variables that solve optimally Lagrangian relaxed problem (32)
in iteration l; ξl+1 = 12ξ
l if Z did not increase in last Q
iterations, otherwise ξl+1 = ξl with parameters nmax > 1, and
0 < ξ0 ≤ 2; and we have Z∗ = min0≤l∗≤l Z(ηl∗ ) − (1 + l)−1.
Pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 OPTIMAL CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT
Input: { I¯jic}∀j,i,c , {Lj (t), Mj }∀j , niter
Initialization: Choose starting values η0 = (η01 , η02 , . . . , η0|B |)
Extrapolate { ˆ¯vic}∀i,c using KEM, KEC or KEV
if ZIP not exists then
while l ≤ niter do
Compute Z(ηl) and {x˜l
c j
}∀c,j from (32)
Compute subgradients Γj (x˜l),∀ j ∈ B
if Γl
j
= 0,∀ j ∈ B then
STOP, because the optimal value has been found
end if
Compute δl
Compute ηl+1
j
= max(0, ηl
j
+ δlΓl
j
), ∀ j ∈ B
l = l + 1
end while
end if
B. Benchmark: Channel Assignments with an Inter-operator
Coordination Protocol (CP)
For evaluating the performance of our above described
communication-free scheme, we consider a protocol which
involves explicit coordination among operators via commu-
nication between them. Specifically, (i) operators inform each
other about their current channel assignments, (ii) utilizing
this information and current state of channel interference,
they perform channel assignments asynchronously as fol-
lows: each operator perform assignments and broadcast this
to opponent operators. By this way, they make effort not
to interfere heavily with each other. Such a protocol shall
provide a fair comparison with our proposed communication-
free proactive channel assignment scheme. Practicality aside,
the other obvious downside of this baseline scheme is the
overhead associated with coordination in terms of delay and
communication overhead but we overlook this drawback by
not accounting this overhead.
Algorithm 2 CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT WITH COORDINATION
for every operator sequentially do
C ← select channels not used by others
while Traffic load is not satisfied do
C ← C ∪ a channel used by others
Perform channel assignments using Algorithm 1
if all channels selected then
Exit from while-block
end if
end while
Inform other operators about used channels
end for
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we do numerical simulations for better
understanding interference prediction error performance of our
different AR models (§IV) and comparison of the proposed
Communication Free (CF) optimal channel assignment with
the baseline coordination protocol (CP) approach. We con-
sider that available channels do not change over time. In
every Monte Carlo iteration, we generate random locations
of mobiles, and assume that mobiles are associated with their
10
Fig. 5. Example scenario: Multi-operator deployment.
nearest BS. Unless otherwise stated, we set system and channel
parameters as follows: Ps = 100/nc mW, for every channel c
and subcarrier s; Path loss exponent α = 3, Rayleigh channel
with variance 1; τe = −63/nc dBm, nc = 1200 subcarriers
per every channel; Parameters in Algorithm 1: niter = 100,
nmax = 5, ξ0 = 2.
Locations of BSs and Mobiles: In every simulation, we
divide the area into grids, and consider that a mobile is
somewhere within a “block” (e.g., part of a building) and the
corresponding BS at the center of that block (Figure 5). We
randomly generate locations of mobiles located in the vicinity
of its associated BS. We consider a (60 m)×(60 m) area with
3 operators, each has deployed 6 small BSs. Every operator
serves 20 mobiles. So, totally there are 18 BSs and 60 mobiles
in that area.
Epochs: We calculate mean of considered variables using
Monte Carlo method on hourly basis (ne = 24 epochs per
day) by collecting data going back to 50 days, although we
find that benefit of going back into the past beyond 20 days
is marginal (see below).
Parameters of Kernel-based Extrapolation: For perform-
ing one step-ahead prediction, we use a sliding window of size
∆/2 + 1 to estimate ρ. The first half part of the data ∆/2 is
used to compute ρ, and the last sample for performing one-
step ahead prediction for different values of ρ < ∆/2 − 1. We
select the value of ρ which offers the lowest mean square error.
The kernel used in extrapolating channel vacancy is Gaussian
kernel κ(v, v′) = exp(−|v − v′ |2/2σ2κ ) where kernel variance
σ2κ is a critical parameter that determines the performance of
the kernel, and we set it to σ2κ = 5. We tried different kernel
variances, and picked the aforementioned one because of its
better performance. On the other hand, we found out that it
is reasonable choosing ∆ = 20 (the values of ∆ > 20 did not
significantly improve the performance).
Cost of Feedback: Duration of an epoch is T = 60 seconds.
For every epoch, we set nd = 1000 examples. We assume that
there is no any loss or error when channel vacancy and location
data is fed back to CC.
Traffic Load: For each mobile, we target 60 Mbps
throughput; thus, if there are |Mj | mobiles associated with
BS j then, total traffic load becomes Lj = 60|Mj | Mbps.
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Fig. 6. Moments of subcarrier vacancy. Rayleigh fading: (Top) Expected
value of subcarrier vacancy, (Bottom) Variance of subcarrier vacancy. There
is only one interferer per area. Block size is kept unchanged.
Throughput per mobile is assumed to stay the same across
epochs for simplicity. For every time instance, we consider
that a mobile is active with probability 0.5.
A. Expected Value and Variance of Subcarrier Vacancy
In Section III-D, we have theoretical results about expected
value and variance of subcarrier vacancy for a particular
location grid of interferers. In this subsection, we aim at
calculating related probabilities, expected value and variance
by generating randomly locations. We assume that the mobile
that is exposed to interference is at the center of the area,
and the channel coefficient follows Rayleigh fading with unit
variance.
In Figure 6, we plot the change of expected value and
variance of subcarrier vacancy with increasing values of area.
We assume that there exists one interferer on the area. Note
that variance has a non-monotonic characteristic which has
a pick around (80 m)2. It can be easily understandable since
the interference strength will be high when area size is small
and exactly opposite when area size is large. Therefore,
interference strength will not fluctuate much in both cases
which causes low variance. On the other hand, expected value
of subcarrier vacancy must decrease when area size decreases
since interference strength becomes high.
B. Error Performance of Kernel-based Extrapolation
For any epoch t, mean square error is given by
MSE(t) = 1
50
∑
c∈C(t)
∑
i∈M
50∑
D=1
|v¯ci(t − 24D) − ˆ¯vci(t − 24D)|2
which captures the fact that t and D show the hour and day,
respectively; further, we have ¯MSE = 124
∑24
t=1 MSE(t).
In Figure 7(a), we compare ¯MSE performance of KEC,
KEV and KME for ∆ = 20. KME has the best error perfor-
mance among the three alternatives since it embeds all channel
vacancy data. KEV is the second best performing alternative. It
is however data efficient as it embeds only the expected value
of channel vacancy. KEC performs worse among the three
since the embedded error to RKHS may lead to degradation
of performance. In particular, the underlying assumption in
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(a) ¯MSE comparison of different learning tech-
niques.
(b) ¯MSE with respect to ∆. (c) ¯MSE with respect to nd .
Fig. 7. ¯MSE performance.
KEC that error is zero-mean normal random variable in its
original space does not seem accurate.
Figure 7(b) plots ¯MSE performance of KME with respect to
increasing values of ∆. It shows the obvious advantage of using
more data for extrapolation. On the other hand, ∆ > 20 did
not provide better performance in terms of spectrum efficiency,
which is examined in the next subsection. We, however, note
that the effect of ∆ needs to be further explored in different
scenarios and as such is an issue for future work. Figure 7(c)
shows ¯MSE performance of KME when nd is increased. The
result is not surprising to show that high volume of collected
data is expected to demonstrate better error performance.
C. Spectrum Efficiency Performance
Here we study the spectrum usage and efficiency perfor-
mance resulting from different extrapolation techniques (KME,
KEV, KEC) that could be used with our proposed CF scheme.
To show the value of channel vacancy forecasting, we also
include the case of ”no forecast”, which uses the observed
data from same period in previous day to inform its decisions.
As a baseline, we consider an idealized CP scheme as outlined
in §V.B.
In Figure 8, empirical CDF of total allocated spectrum for
50-day data is shown for different approaches. Clearly, CF
with no forecasting yields the worst performance, indicating
that simplistic extrapolation by relying on previous day data
is ineffective. CF with no forecasting also results in the lowest
spectrum efficiency compared to other approaches as shown
in Figure 9, which depicts mean spectrum efficiency of three
operators per epoch and its daily mean over 24 epochs.
There is also a direct relation between error performance
of an extrapolation technique and the resulting spectrum
efficiency. While KME has the best spectrum efficiency (even
better than CP), KEC has the worst in line with its poor
error performance (see Figure 7(a)). CF with KME and no-
forecast, respectively, provide about 7.5 bps/Hz and 6 bps/Hz
in terms of mean spectrum efficiency. This improvement
in spectrum efficiency with KME translates to being able
to support 900Mbps of traffic with 120 MHz of spectrum,
compared to 720Mbps without forecasting. Moreover, in the
considered scenario, there are 20 mobiles per operator; so,
average traffic supported per mobile in case of KME and
no-forecast would, respectively, be 45 Mbps and 36 Mbps,
implying a 25% performance gain with a carefully chosen
channel vacancy forecasting technique in the form of KME.
While CDF of spectrum allocation with CP is very similar to
KME (except for Operator 2), its daily average performance
is somewhat worse than CF with KME. This could be due
to the asynchronous nature of operator channel assignment
decisions which may degrade utilization of channels. Also
note that the form of CP considered in the evaluations is
idealized not accounting for the penalty due to latency and
overhead associated with communication among operators, so
the spectrum usage and efficiency performance results shown
for CP are in fact on the most optimistic side.
D. Spectrum Allocation Characteristics of CF (KME)
We now examine the spectrum allocation characteristics of
our proposed CF scheme using KME as the channel vacancy
extrapolation technique (in light of results from the previous
two subsections). We aim to demonstrate how our approach
adapts the spectrum allocation in response to time varying
traffic demands from different operators, and also show how it
achieves fairness in spectrum allocation across operators. This
experiment shows allocations at the granularity of channels
(18 channels assumed to be available in total for all operators
in this experiment).
In Figure 10, we depict, for each operator, epoch by epoch
change of channel assignment ratio, which is basically the
probability of assigning a channel to an operator in an epoch.
We also show the total spectrum allocation for an operator
as the weighted sum of available channels with the channel
assignment ratios serving as weights.
Plots have been obtained by varying the effective traffic for
each operator across epochs. Orange bars show the level of
traffic. Note that spectrum is allocated only on demand, when-
ever traffic exists. These results demonstrates the behavior of
our approach over time and shows that it balances traffic (from
one or more operators) across available channels as indicated
by the evolution of channel assignment ratio per channel
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Fig. 8. Comparison of different schemes: CDF of total allocated spectrum. 50-day data has been used to generate empirical CDF.
Fig. 9. (Bar) Mean spectrum efficiency per epoch. Mean has been calculated using a 50-day data of spectrum efficiency. Epochs are in hour-granularity.
(Circle marked lines) Daily mean spectrum efficiency. CP = Coordination protocol, CF = Communication-free.
and per epoch. Moreover, these results show balanced/fair
allocation of spectrum among competing operators with traffic
demand.
E. Impact of Erroneous Feedback
Here we study the effect of erroneous feedback, which can
be due to sensing errors (e.g., due to hardware limitations)
or related to communication between the mobiles, BSs and
controller of each operator. We consider a simple form of
error called z-error, defined as the probability of receiving a
vacancy data as zero instead of its actual value. Figure 11
plots the spectrum usage CDF with CF (KME) in presence
of feedback error. Compared to the case where there is no
feedback error, increasing z-error has the effect of increasing
the total allocated spectrum. This can be explained by the fact
that the lack of feedback (probabilistically in this experiment)
inflates the spectrum occupancy from the perspective of each
operator’s controller, thereby increasing the overall amount of
spectrum used but degrading the spectrum efficiency.
VII. RELATED WORK
Various aspects of inter-operator spectrum sharing have
received attention in the literature. [20] surveys the work on
licensed spectrum sharing. In [21], the interaction of operators
is modeled as a repeated non-cooperative game, and the
utilities of the game are chosen to provide useful properties.
Static and dynamic sharing is studied with cooperation and
punishment states where once an operator deviates from the
cooperation state, the punishment is everlasting, so that the
operator suffers a net loss in revenue. [22] considers a two-
stage game for investment and competition when spectrum
is shared between a primary and secondary operators. The
authors demonstrate that with their model only one secondary
operator will invest and compete with the primary. In [23],
two operator coexistence is studied where the first operator has
only the macro-cell network architecture and does not possess
small-cell network deployment, and the second operator has
only the small-cell network architecture. Macro-cell network
is benefited through offloading services offered by small-cell
network, allowing macro-cell network to satisfy its users’
capacity demands.
Coordination among secondary users in cognitive radio
networks has been reasonably well studied in the literature
with a number of MAC protocols proposed [24], [25], [26].
There are two distinct research directions within this literature,
addressing two distinct problems. The first one focuses on
opportunistic identification of the vacant of the spectrum by
the secondary users; and then to transmit in them while
guaranteeing that the primary users are minimally affected;
refer to [27], [28], [29], [30] as representative literature. The
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Fig. 10. Spectrum allocation behavior of the proposed CF (KME) scheme over time in a multi-operator scenario with operators having time-varying traffic
demands.
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Fig. 11. Performance impact due to feedback error: CDF of total allocated
spectrum. 50-day data has been used to generate empirical CDF.
second group of research is about developing protocols that
enable secondary users to coordinate with each other when
accessing the identified spectrum. The challenge is how users
can/should optimally adapt their transmission strategies (in-
cluding hopping among various frequency bands). Examples
include [31], [32], [33], [6]. However, all of this work relies on
a centralized coordinator to allocate the spectrum opportunities
among the secondary users. More closer to our motivating
problem context, [8] describes an end-to-end architecture for
CBRS spectrum though it does not focus on spectrum sharing.
But as part of their architecture, the authors mention coor-
dination of secondary spectrum sharing among operators by
the SAS, which as we stated at the outset limits the ability to
perform dynamic and fine-grained spectrum sharing. Similarly
in the work of [9], operators coordinate through the common
Global Spectrum Controller (GSC).
An alternative approach to our problem is captured in the
work of Chen and Huang [10] which targets the secondary
spectrum sharing in the TV white space context. In particular,
we consider the cooperative AP channel selection algorithm
from [10], which involves each white space AP independently
selecting a channel when tasked randomly by the database
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and informs its decisions to other APs. This approach (with
or without the database involvement) can be seen as an
example of a distributed approach to our problem with explicit
coordination. We compare it with ours and show that we can
get similar or better performance without having to communi-
cate with other operators. Another alternative approach in the
coordination category is the work in [11], where the authors
propose an inter-operator communication protocol to facilitate
exchange of spectrum usage favors between operators. This is
a coordination in a tit-for-tat spirit involving negotiations based
on reciprocal altruism. Our approach is new and radically
different from the aforementioned work in that it does not
require any coordination (and negotiation) among operators
but rather each operator learns about the others through
measurements. Moreover, as the identities of “interferers”
cannot be gleaned from the sensed interference information,
inter-operator interaction cannot be modeled as a multi-agent
game. We therefore take the interference forecasting approach
and have the operators independently determine their channel
assignments based on that information. In a very abstract
sense, the work in [12] follows a similar paradigm to ours
by sensing Wi-Fi spectrum usage through mobiles and then
using that information for channel assignments. However the
problem tackled there is much simpler and does not at all
involve interference forecasting, the core contribution of this
paper.
From a forecasting viewpoint, the authors in [37] use the
classical time-series method of Holt-Winters for forecasting
traffic of a slice in the 5G network slicing context to guide
future admission control policies. In contrast, the interference
forecasting problem we tackle is significantly harder as in
our setting each operator needs to have an accurate notion
of interference that is actually the consequence of continually
changing actions (channel assignments) of other operators
as well as other factors (time-varying channel conditions,
user mobility, power control, etc.). There is literature on
stochastic interference modeling aimed at studying spatio-
temporal correlation and dynamics of interference, such as
[38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47]. A more
recent work along these lines is in [48], which focuses on
finite regions, as done in this paper, and shows that correlation
of interference and outage are actually location-dependent.
Although studying the correlation of interference over space
and time could also be used for prediction of interference
and outage over space and time, the above mentioned works
do not focus on interference prediction methods. To the best
of our knowledge, there is very limited work on interference
prediction itself (e.g., [49], [50]) and certainly there does not
exist any work that examines the problem at the depth and
generality as our work. Leung [49] proposes a Kalman filter
based approach for exploiting temporal correlation towards
interference prediction for power control. In more recent work,
the authors in [50] present a simple interference prediction
technique that combines current interference measurement
through pilot symbols and interferer traffic prediction, and uses
it for slot selection. In [17], the order of AR model is one;
in this work, we take into account the general case and solve
corresponding least squares problem. [18] considers AR model
in tensor product reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Authors
show its performance against other AR models.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied inter-operator spectrum sharing problem
in shared spectrum small cell networks for which we devise
a communication-free proactive optimal channel assignment
scheme. As a key enabler of this scheme and core contribution
of this work, we analyzed channel vacancy data which is
defined over inter-operator interference, and by using kernel
mean embedding technique, applied vector-valued regression
for predicting time-varying probability distribution of channel
vacancy and its expected value using various autoregressive
(AR) models. We have compared our communication free
scheme with coordination protocol and the case that does not
involve any forecasting. Through extensive simulations, we
showed that communication-free scheme performs at least as
good or better than an idealized coordination protocol (with
zero coordination overhead) and always outperforms the no
forecasting alternative.
A key avenue for future work would be to investigate other
potential applications of the proposed interference prediction
approach for future mobile networks, as alluded to at the
outset. Another issue would be to closely examine the extent
to which other types of relatively simpler prediction problems
in wireless communications (e.g., traffic, user mobility) can
aid in the inteference prediction process.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Lindeberg’s variant of central limit theorem only requires
that random variables must have finite expected value and
variance but may not be identically distributed [56]. Thus,
if sequence of independent random variables Xic,s , for every
s = 1, . . . , nc satisfies Lindeberg’s condition:
lim
nc→∞
1
S2nc
nc∑
s=1
E
[(X ′ic,s)2 · 1 { |X ′ic,s | ≥ εSnc }] = 0 (33)
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Fig. 12. PDF of channel vacancy for increasing values of subcarriers.
for all ε > 0, where X ′ic,s = Xic,s− X¯ic,s and S2nc =
∑nc
s=1 σ
2
Xic,s
,
then central limit theorem holds. Let us rewrite the following:
E
[(X ′ic,s)2 · 1 { |X ′ic,s | ≥ εSnc }] =∫ −εSnc
−∞
x2pdfX′ic,s (x)dx +
∫ ∞
εSnc
x2pdfX′ic,s (x)dx =∫ X¯ic,s−εSnc
0
(x − X¯ic,s)2pdfXic,s (x)dx︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
Vs
+
∫ 1
X¯ic,s+εSnc
(x − X¯ic,s)2pdfXic,s (x)dx︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸
Ws
.
Then left-side of (33) can be given by
lim
nc→∞
1
S2nc
nc∑
s=1
(Vs +Ws) = lim
nc→∞
1
S2nc
nc∑
s=1
Vs+ lim
nc→∞
1
S2nc
nc∑
s=1
Ws .
Note that for every ε > 0, we have
∑nc
s=1 Vs < S
2
nc
and∑nc
s=1 Ws < S
2
nc
if nc → ∞. Thus, the condition in (33) holds
with
lim
nc→∞
1
S2nc
nc∑
s=1
Vs = 0 and lim
nc→∞
1
S2nc
nc∑
s=1
Ws = 0.
In simulations, we have results verifying the fact proved that
probability density of channel vacancy converges to normal
distribution. In Figure 12, we depict PDF of channel va-
cancy for increasing values of subcarriers. Channel fading
coefficient is assumed to follow Rayleigh distribution. We
generated randomly locations of 10 small BSs on an area
of (100 m) × (100 m) for an example scenario. We assumed
τe = 63 dBm, power per subcarrier 80 µW.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Note that the solution of (16) can be found by solving the
following least-squares functional for every r = 1, . . . , ρ:
min
Λr
∆−1∑
z=ρ
µ¯rz+1 − Λr µˆz−r+12H + λ‖Λr ‖2L , (r = 1, . . . , ρ)
(34)
where µ¯r
z+1 = µˆz+1 −
∑ρ
r′=1,r′,r Λr′ µˆz−r′+1. The operator
minimizing (34) is well-known [17], [19]:
Λr =
∆−1∑
z=ρ
(
µˆz+1 −
ρ∑
r′=1,r′,r
Λr′ µˆz−r′+1
)
∆−1∑
z′=ρ
Qz,z′ µˆ>z′−r+1,
(r = 1, . . . , ρ) (35)
where Qz,z′ ∈ Q = (K + λI)−1, and entries of kernel matrix
K ∈ R(∆−1)×(∆−1) are given by Kz,z′ = 〈µz , µz′〉H :
〈µz , µz′〉H = 1
n2
d
nd∑
k=1
nd∑
k′=1
κ
(
vk,z , vk
′,z′
)
. (36)
Solution in (35) creates a matrix system of equations denoted
by MΛ> = m> which can give us needed linear operators, i.e.
Λˆ = [M−1]>m (37)
where Λˆ = [Λˆ1, . . . , Λˆρ]>. Actually, we do not need to know
explicitly Λˆ to calculate expected value of any function f .
On the other hand, M ∈ Rρ×ρ and m ∈ Rρnh×nh where nh is
number of dimensions when mapping to RKHS which we do
not know explicitly. Further, we define the following:
M =

1 M1,2 . . . M1,ρ
M2,1 1 . . . M2,ρ
...
...
. . .
...
Mρ,1 Mρ,2 . . . 1

,m =

m˜1
m˜2
...
m˜ρ

where for all r , r ′ = 1, . . . , ρ
Mr ,r′ =

∆−1∑
z=ρ
z′=ρ
Qz,z′ µˆz−r′+1 µˆ>z′−r+1

>
=
∆−1∑
z=ρ
z′=ρ
Qz,z′ 〈µˆz−r′+1, µˆz′−r+1〉
and m˜r =
∆−1∑
z=ρ
z′=ρ
Qz,z′ µˆz+1 µˆ>z′−r+1.
Thus, any linear operator Λˆr can be given by
Λˆr =
ρ∑
r′=1
Υr ,r′m˜r′ =
∆−1∑
z=ρ
z′=ρ
Qz,z′ µˆz+1
ρ∑
r′=1
Υr ,r′ µˆ
>
z′−r′+1.
where Υ = [M−1]>.
